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A perfect reference for both medical learners and prospective parents, The Pregnant Body Book talks about the nature
of human pregnancy, including how it's changed through evolution, and explores the anatomy and physiology of both
reproductive systems. Examining the advancement of the baby in the womb and the parallel adjustments in the
mother's body and structured to follow the procedure week by week, The Pregnant Body Book comes after every
anatomical and physiological switch and tracks it in unprecedented fine detail. Includes interactive DVD featuring
cutting edge animations. Specially commissioned 3D artworks, illustrations, scans, and pictures show exactly how a
baby adjustments and grows during being pregnant, and how the female body adapts to transport it.
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Great book, aside from printing error! You will not regret buying this publication. I'm not likely to spend your time
repeating everyone. I agree with all the positive things every other reviewer has said. This is an amazing book. For the
people that have said the reserve is TOO complete on the medical images and info, I disagree. If you would like
something that is even more of helpful information through your pregnancy, get a copy of What to Expect When Your
Expecting, or The Expectant Father (I am finding both informative, and am happy I purchased all 3). I purchased this
publication when I was about 2 weeks pregnant. I attached a picture showing page 80 in Spanish and then page 81 is
back English. The images are so detailed and the illustrations of a female’s body since it progresses through pregnancy
are also very detailed.As great mainly because this reserve is, there exists a major printing error. Web pages 65-80 ARE
IN SPANISH! I have put in a request for an exchange. I hope it is an isolated mistake, but I did see one other review
describing the same problem (the only other 3 celebrity review). I really appreciate the many 3-D ultrasound pictures
showing the progression of development in the fetus, and the chart (webpages 84-85), "The Fetus's Changing Body",
which shows the week by week progression of the fetus's different body systems (skeletal, muscular, nervous,
endocrine, cardiovascular, respiratory, pores and skin hair nails and tooth, lymphatic and immune, digestive, urinary, and
reproductive systems).the alternative copy was sent via free two day time shipping when i emailed customer support.
There is nothing on it that's not in the book aswell. This should be your first purchase after BFP Fantastic book for the
even more scientific minded Mama's! This book has all you need to know about your being pregnant and the changes
within your body. Provides been great to browse throughout my being pregnant! I highly recommend it. Extremely
detailed each day, week, and month. It shows the advancement of several different organs like the center, lungs and
brain. Lots of images, diagrams, and facts. Webpages 65-80 are in Spanish! I plan to provide it to any friends who have a
baby after me! Wonderful, well detailed publication from begin to finish I got this book for my children to look at when i
was pregnant with their sister simply because a gamble knowing it's not a kid's book and it was worthwhile .
Wonderful, well detailed reserve from start to finish. This is definitely the best pregnancy book and I'll definitely be
gifting this to loved ones when they have a baby. Great pictures and content My body obsessed preschooler loves this
book and so do We..The DVD that is advertised with the book is a throw-away. And also a pc rom disk. It's nothing fancy
nonetheless it was a great surprise. Very scientific I got this publication to look through with my children (aged 10 and
15) when We was expecting my 3rd child. It's definitely good for anyone who's science-minded. Amazing info! I'd advise
that parents look through the publication first before permitting your child to check out it. That way, if you find
whatever you don't want your kids to see, you can cover it up. I finished up placing a few post-it notes over just a
handful of the pictures in the reserve (I only have boys and one of these is delicate to "inappropriate" things. I love this
book I really like this book.) Normally, I found this book super helpful and scientific! As helpful as books like those are,
they don't really provide the same degree of illustrated detail on how it all works. Ordered it to show my four year older
what things looked like as her brother grew inside my stomach and now she knows! In case you are the nerdy type, this
is fun to look at throughout pregnancy (skip the disorders chapter). It is amazing how fast the baby develops. The
reserve is very well laid out and it doesn’t take a medical student to comprehend the information. Tasteful illustrations
when it comes to reproduction, some amazing in utero images of fetus to baby. Gorgeous Publication with Rich Details
This book is incredibly detailed with gorgeous photos and illustrations that basically help you know very well what is
certainly going on inside. If you are pregnant for the very first time or attempting to help an older child understand what
is happening inside mommy, this is the book for you personally. It's clearly-written, richly illustrated, and not
condescending at all (unlike many pregnancy books). It's factually accurate (no slang conditions or cutsie brands) and it
will develop with her.A word of advice, however; Helps to see and understand the anatomy. I would recommend this for
children 8 and old. And it's nice and sturdy enough it last that longer and beyond. The replacement didn't have any
pages in Spanish, so it's all good! I simply got this book a couple of days ago and We already love it. Love it! It was a
great visible to help them (and my husband) understand what was going on in my body as my baby grew. Also a whole lot
of information about safety, the birthing procedure, and disorders (although you might like to skip this section if you're
susceptible to worrying). It provides pictures of what happens to the woman's body as well as the fetus advancement.
This book does not have much information regarding diet, exercise etc.. This is a fantastic book for anybody who needs



to find out about being pregnant. The other matter is that there surely is this naked lady show side look at kneeling .
Lots of pictures (like the cover). I am constantly learning something new which book is filled up with tons of great
information. I have a few issues. They could sound petty.! There exists a pictures of women and men., therefore i would
recommend pairing it with another reserve such as Mayo Clinic Guideline to Pregnancy(also one of my favorites). This
will be an excellent resource for a long time to arrive, I'm sure. It is sturdy, durable, and the illustrations are right on
point. Cool Book I like this book... and she is present simply for months 1-3 or so and she disappears. It would have been
wonderful if she was showed on a monthly basis on through. this book contains full, anatomically-correct pictures and
illustrations which may be too very much for small children. Both books together is all you will have to completely
understand your being pregnant and what's going each week together with your baby and your body. I would use it to
greatly help my Spanish speaking patients. Only wish I could find a similar publication in Spanish, to be complete.
Couldnt be happier This is hands down the very best pregnancy book I've read in some time. I may be exaggerating,
however the men and boys are standing up square with hands on their hips looking very sporty and then women and
ladies are hugging each other. Informative! We love this book! There is that there's not a whole lot of information on the
web about very early pregnancy, however when you obtain your BFP this is actually the first thing you need to know!
Right here they are: I HATE the stupid gendered pictures. This book has everything. This book is quite thorough and a
little bit graphic. Was able to learn more about my body and the baby growing inside me. I dont shy from the fact and
truth therefore i experienced the non biased format of the book managed to get perfect to teach my kids when they
started asking the "where babies result from" questions. When each week contains a milestone, this publication made it
really fun to check out my own pregnancy and imagine that which was heading on with my baby. She loves the images
now as soon as she can read she'll have the ability to learn even more Beautiful book! Beautiful book full of so much
information. I am now over 6 months pregnant and still discover myself flipping through the webpages every couple of
days. Every week we consider the book for clues on how baby boy is normally developing, what is fresh and what he
appears like. Great way to add her along the way! Five Stars Nice book.
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